An estate agency with a difference

Our Service
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MISSION STATEMENT
Keystones Property is an
independent, family run Estate
Agency; offering extensive Sales,
Lettings and Management Services.
We pride ourselves on being a
modern company who consistently
invest in the latest technologies, to
assist our clients. Our experience
and expertise in this field, combined
with our knowledge of the local
property market, allow us to offer
tailor made strategies to fit with
your requirements.
The company started in Loughton,
but has grown with our flagship
office located in Collier Row,
Romford. We cover the surrounding
Essex Areas as well as the East
London Borders. With around
95% of all property searches

www.key-stones.co.uk

starting online, we invest in our
own technology to fully benefit
our clients. Along with Sales and
Lettings we offer a full Property
Management Service, administering
a large portfolio for our clients.
Historically, Estate Agents have
a bad reputation; our mission is
to change that by example. At
Keystones we share the belief that
Estate Agents should be fair and
honest in conducting business. We
have grown and maintained our
company on foundations of old
fashioned honesty, integrity and
service to our clients – that ethos
will never change. This mixed with
skill, technology and a forward
thinking approach, is a formidable
recipe for success.
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ONLINE MARKETING
Keystones have a constant registration of clients through
our website; we have an Essential Buyers List – these
clients are the first to register their requirements and
sign up to view your property. Our website also allows
you to keep up-to-date with the status of your property
via our client login page.
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RIGHTMOVE

ZOOPLA

SOCIAL MEDIA

Rightmove is the Number One
property portal in the United
Kingdom and we utilise it fully.
We spend the majority of our
marketing budget for your
property here.

We want to maximise your
marketing potential and
get more viewers through
your door. With Zoopla, it
brings another 13 different
property portals so that we
can maximise your property.
Your property will be listed on
such Digital Apps and leading
brands such as The Sun, The
Daily Mail, Prime Location,
Mumsnet and many more.

Social Media Marketing is
as popular than ever and
we use this to promote our
properties and services. We
are avid users of Facebook,
LinkedIn, Twitter, Google and
Instagram where we can push
our properties and reach out
that little bit further afield. We
generally put properties on
Social Media sometimes 24
hours before they go live to
our portals, so be sure to add
us and give us a follow.
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FLOOR PLANS
Statistics say that over 70% of Rightmove viewers look at
the floor plans, so we think that every property needs a
concise floor plan. Our staff are trained to prepare them,
there are no additional costs, just part of the service.

TAILOR MADE
MARKETING
The “initial exposure period” is roughly 3 weeks – this
is the time it takes for your property to get maximum
exposure, majority of viewings and the highest price.
It is vital!
A tailor made marketing strategy is achieved
through communication. We assess your needs,
your property and give you our expert advice.

www.key-stones.co.uk
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VIRTUAL REALITY
360 TOURS
Keystones Property believe in innovation and if you
read our mission statement you will see that our aim
is to enhance our customers experience through a
technological skillset that leaves you with a Wow Factor!
In 2018 we have now proven this as a forward thinking
Estate Agency Team and brought to all of our clients the
“Virtual Reality 360 Degree Tours.” Not only does this
put Keystones at the forefront and give us the edge over
our competitors, it actually enables us to demonstrate
why we are different and why we sell and rent houses
at a quicker rate than our competitors. Our 360 Degree
Virtual Tours give the consumer an unrivalled experience
and also enables our viewers to see your home from
anywhere when they obtain Internet Signal.
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The benefits of Keystones VR 360
Degree
Tours:
THE FUTURE
OF PROPERTY

VIEWINGS HAS ARRIVED
Get a Full 360 Degree Viewing of a Property from 		
Any Device/Anywhere
Dress your home just once! Perfect for selling 		
families with young children
Perfect for Developers – see our Keystones New
Homes Page
No Time Wasting Viewings
Virtual Viewers can LiveChat with a Keystones
member of staff
View on a Smart Phone, Desktop Computer or Tablet
Free VR Headset with Every New Instruction
Capture a larger volume of interest on your property
Higher levels of enquiries

www.key-stones.co.uk
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PHOTOS ARE KEY
With over 95% of property searches starting online, it is
crucial that your photos are at their very best. It is proven
that they set the tone for the amount of viewers that
come through your door. Your estate agent should be
taking the very best photos because they act as the shop
window.
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SELLING WITH
KEYSTONES
We use a range of online property portals, print,
magazines, social media and we also have the Keystones
Shop Window. We invest extensively in Rightmove and
Zoopla because they are the number one portals in
the property industry and Agents do need to advertise
your property on both. We guarantee accompanied
viewings, by doing so we can gauge a buyer’s reaction,
be there for any questions and give instant feedback.
We produce details for every potential purchaser that
walks through your home.

AFTERSALES CARE

MORTGAGE ADVICE

Let the Keystones aftersales team take care of
you. We only recommend the best conveyancers
in the business to walk you through the
transaction. We also have experience of every
type of situation to make sure your sale goes
through smoothly. Our office staff are dedicated
professionals and know how to progress sales
with minimal stress to our clients.

Whether you are selling or purchasing your
home, we always recommend that you speak
with a Mortgage Broker. It is proven that over
75% of clients realise that they can save money.
At Keystones the advice is free and we make
sure that you have the opportunity to speak
with one of our Mortgage Brokers to see if they
can help you.

SOLICITORS

OUT OF HOURS SERVICE

Keystones work closely with a team of solicitors
to make sure your sale and purchase go through
smoothly. We update our clients throughout the
process to make sure your life is stress free. We
are constantly improving this side of our service,
so that we can be diligent with the Solicitors we

Every employee at Keystones has a company
Mobile Phone; you will always be able to reach
somebody out of hours. This is a guarantee that
we have in place for our clients and it does give
us an edge over our competitors.

recommend.
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LETTING WITH
KEYSTONES
Keystones Property are the experts when it comes
to renting out your property, some of our staff are
Landlords too so we understand the process, needs and
potential pitfalls that can go through the minds of our
Landlords. We are diligent and articulate throughout the
whole Lettings process leaving no stone unturned.
Keystones understand that being a Landlord can be a full
time job. We are here to make the process smooth and
work with our Landlords assisting their needs.
We have a few different levels of service. You can opt for
a Tenant Find Service, Rent Collection or Full Property
Management. Whichever tier you choose, we are sure
you will be happy. One of our Managers will happily go
through what level of service you want or need.

FINDING THE
TENANT

CREDIT CHECKS AND
REFERENCES

We market on all of the major
property portals including
Rightmove and Zoopla, once
we have found a tenant and
taken a holding deposit for
commitment, we then collect
the tenants documents
such as IDs, Visas, Bank
Statements, Payslips and
References. We carry out
robust due diligence to make
sure our Landlord is covered
and that we are also satisfied.

We use only the best Credit
Checking facilities in the
business, our Tenants will be
put through a rigorous Four
Point Check, where CCJ’s,
Default Payments, Bankruptcy
ans General Bad Credit are
reviewed. We also check their
work situation ourselves along
with a previous Landlord
reference.

www.key-stones.co.uk

THE MOVE IN
We control the move in of
the tenants. This means
dealing with the signing of the
Tenancy Agreement,
Deposit Registration, Minor
Maintenance Issues, we can
Arrange a Check In Schedule
of Condition or Full Inventory
as well as many more services.
We have the experience of
what each individual property
and Landlord may need.
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KEYSTONES
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

24 HOURS A DAY,
365 DAYS PER YEAR
Keystones attracts the
best tenants because we
promise and deliver a 24/7
management service when
they rent a property. As a
Landlord it can be difficult
to live up to expectations
whilst managing a full time
job too. The management
department at Keystones
have company mobile phones
and every tenant has access
to these numbers should an
emergency happen, even on
Christmas Day!

Research shows that tenants find property
much more attractive when fully managed.
This means that we dedicate a considerable
amount of time into consistently monitoring
and improving our Management Department.
If you choose to manage your own
property you must ensure that you are fully
aware of your obligations as a Landlord
and contactable 24 hours a day for all
maintenance issues that may arise.

security and reduces room for
error. We transfer payment
directly to your account
within three days of receipt
of rent. We will also produce
statements each time any
transfer is made to your
account and these will be sent
to your email address. We
also hold statements on file,
should you lose or misplace
any, we have you covered. Our
statements are produced by
an internal software company
and will outline any retentions
we hold on account and
invoices for our fees together
with any tax details for our
overseas Landlords.

RENT
Another key aspect of our
Management Service is to
punctually process rents. We
arrange for tenants to set
up standing orders where
possible and 95% pay using
this method. We issue rent
demands, which we put in
place for the duration of the
tenancy.
Keystones uses an electronic
banking system that provides
our clients the best level of
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RENT PROTECTION
INSURANCE
We offer Rent Protection
Insurance and Legal Cover
for your property. This is
an insurance in place just in
case your tenant(s) forfeit on
rent and fall into arrears. This
will pay out on rent arrears,
and Legal Cover will pay for
the costly process of going
through the courts should you
have to evict your tenants.

MAINTENANCE
We respond quickly to any
problems reported. All issues
are documented and logged
onto the tenancy, which
means at a click of a button
all communication for the
duration of the tenancy can
be assessed. This is crucial
for times where memory
cannot be relied on, for
example at the end of an
18-24-month tenancy. As well
as documenting for check in
and check out records, there
are times where replacement
of furniture or items occur
during the tenancy and
Keystones has specific
procedures to cater for
these moments to minimise
confusion or disputes at the
end of the tenancy. We also
have a network of vetted,
qualified and fully insured
contractors who provide a
cost effective service. Where
we have administered work at
your property, we will inspect
and will only release payment
to the contractor when we are
satisfied with the completed
works.

01708 909 100

LEGISLATION
INSPECTIONS
We will visit the property
between two to four times
per year dependent upon the
property and how often we
see fit. We will always send
our Landlords an inspection
report followed up with
photos. If problems arise and
maintenance issues need to
be dealt with then we will
also be there to inspect our
contractors work.

LANDLORD
OBLIGATIONS
We ensure that all legally required safety checks are carried out
on behalf of our Landlords and that every property is compliant
with the required statutory regulations.
Many Landlords are not clear about their obligations to tenants
and what they can do if their tenant(s) break their agreement.
We understand, not only how complex this can become but
how challenging and time consuming it is to also maintain up to
date industry knowledge and so all of our property managers
are constantly trained off site to ensure they have the best
support and understanding to provide you with peace of mind.

DEPOSIT REGISTRATION
AND FURTHER REGULATION
It is now the law that the Landlord or agent has to register a
tenant(s) deposit with one of the three government schemes
within 30 days of receiving the deposit. We take care of this
for you so that you are covered. We also make sure you are
covered upon a tenants move into the property by sending
them receipt of deposit registration, a How to Rent Booklet,
welcome letter and many more extras in order to fully meet the
regulatory requirements.

www.key-stones.co.uk
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In the Community

MITCHELLS MIRACLES
Mitchells Miracles is a
Neuroblastoma charity founded
in 2013 in legacy of Mitchell
Huth, who lost his young life
to Neuroblastoma; a childhood
cancer.
Mitchell’s Miracles endeavour to
raise much needed awareness of
the early signs & symptoms of
Neuroblastoma, in the hope of an
early detection which could mean
a greater chance of survival if
diagnosed early.
We provide financial support
to families of a child receiving
hospital care for Neuroblastoma
Nationwide.
We regularly support the charity
and put on events such as the
Collier Row Christmas Event and
help out with the charity where we
can.

COLLIER ROW
FOODBANK
We support a nationwide network
of food banks and together we
provide emergency food and
support to people locked in
poverty, and campaign for change
to end the need for food banks in
the UK. The Collier Row Foodbank
helps the homeless on a local level.
Keystones will make time to send 2
members of staff to the foodbank
to help set up on Friday mornings
fortnightly.

CLOCKHOUSE PRIMARY
SCHOOL
In 2019, we have partnered up
with our local primary school in
Clockhouse Lane. We sponsor a lot
of their events and help the kids
where we can.
We are part of their Career week
speaking to the school children
about working as Estate Agents
in the Community. Again, an
opportunity where we can support
a local school and be part of the
local children’s growth.

HAVERING
MAYOR
In 2019 our Director
Scott Jay got invited
to meet the Mayor of
Havering due to his
generous charitable
donations to the Mayor’s
chosen charities. Again,
we are grateful as to
what the community has
given us, therefore, we
want to give back and
bless our community in
whatever way we can. In
2020 Scott was elected
for the Mayor of Havering
Civic Award too.
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Meet the Team

Scott Jay
Director

I started the business back in 2013 after spending
many years in the property industry working
for large corporate companies, I now spend the
majority of my time behind the scenes working
on the business development and raising the
company’s community profile.

Ross Clark
Sales Valuer
Ross has valued over 600+ properties in his
property career. Growing up in the local area
and attending local Schools, Ross has a great
understanding of the local market trends. He has
been with the company since 2017 and brings
over 6 years’ experience in the Estate Agency
industry. He is always on hand to provide his
expertise when it comes to selling.

Rebecca Painter
Property Manager
Rebecca has over 7 years property management
experience. Rebecca has a wealth of knowledge
and is an expert in liaising with Landlords,
Tenants and is an investor herself, therefore,
understands a landlords point of view.

Jay Leonce
Sales & Lettings Negotiator

Jay has been working at Keystones for the last
few years and is a key member of the team.
Jay is a workhorse; he has proved himself to be
relentless and robust in this industry, carrying out
viewings into the evenings and Sundays to get
the job done. Jay has an extensive knowledge
of the rental market and even conducts Lettings
Valuations for Landlords.

Adam Hill
Sales & Lettings Negotiator
Adam has a background in Civil Engineering,
he wanted to venture further into his property
career. Adam has a wealth of experience with his
property background. He carries out both Sales &
Lettings.

Roy Archer
Mortgage & Protection Specialist
Roy is a local mortgage broker who works
independently, but under the umbrella of a large
firm called City Mortgage Solutions. He covers
the whole of the mortgage market and is an
expert at what you need and how to get you
your next property.

Hayley Denham
Sales Progressor
Hayley is our designated Sales Progressor, she
oversees the sales arm to the business and is
the go to between client and solicitor. She cuts
through the jargon to make your sale smooth.

www.key-stones.co.uk
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USE AN AWARD
WINNING ESTATE
AGENCY
At Keystones, we invest in training our staff, our ethos is
in our service and we take great pride in what we have
achieved these last few years. Our vision moving forward
is to achieve more with an ever growing team.
In 2020, Keystones Property were proud winners of the
Gold award for the Best Estate Agent in Romford at
the British Property Awards. The team also received
a Bronze Award for Best Agent in London East. This
was judged by a team of experts over several months
drawing on 25 different sets of criteria which agents
were measured against, by various mystery shoppers.
We are also proud winners of the All Agents Awards of
Best Sales and Letting Agent in 2015, 2016, & 2017. We
only look to add to our trophy cabinet ensuring that for
clients “Our Service is Key!”

020

ARDS 2019-2
BRITISH PROPERTY AW

EAST LONDON
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2019 - 2020

LET TING AGENT
IN EAST LONDON
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WHAT OUR
CUSTOMERS SAY...

“
“

If i could give more than 5 stars i
would. Jay answered the phone at all
hours. Let me view the property after
7pm when they close at 6 and helped
me secure the property at a very
good price. One of the best lettings
agents ive been to.
We highly recommend this Estate
Agents. After being let down before
they sold our home in 6 days. We had
no fuss and no worries. Our thanks go
personally to Ross, Jay and Adil. Adil
kept us in the loop on every aspect
of our sale and it’s progress. 8 weeks
from start to moving home. This
Agency is professional, courteous and
reassuring and they go the extra mile.
If u want a hassle-free sale or
purchase use this Agency.

www.key-stones.co.uk

“
“

Keystones is a very good company.
Thank you for helping me secure this
beautiful property. We received a
bottle of champagne when we moved
in and it was stress free. Thank you so
much Jay and Keystones.
Keystones Property have been
absolutely amazing! A huge thanks
to Jay who recommended a property
to us to rent that was not even
in a location we were looking for
initially. Very happy we followed
his recommendation. We paid the
deposit on the spot and he made the
move in process very easy and simple.
We were kept updated and Louise
the property manager made sure
everything was ready for us when
it came time to move in. Could not
recommend this company enough!! 5
Stars!
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THE DIRECTOR
Scott Jay started Keystones Property in 2013, having
worked in the Property Industry for over 15 years building
a broad experienced knowledge base in Sales, Lettings
and Property Management. Scott also spent time dealing
directly with buyers from overseas through Overseas
Property Investment consultancy, which he still advises.
Being many clients’ preferred contact, Scott has worked
for Independent, Start Up and Corporate Agencies before
he realised “if you’re going to do something right, do it
yourself” and started his family run business Keystones
Property Ltd.
Customer Service, Professionalism and Attention to
Detail is what is crucially missed in most estate agencies,
so when Scott started Keystones Property this was
imperative in running and building the right business
ethos.
Scott understands that the staff and the people in your
business are just as important to building your reputation
as any one person, which is why at Keystones everyone
gets constant training to build and improve their
knowledge base - this is why Keystones Property have
gone from strength to strength.
“If you look after the team, the team will look after the
customers, the customers will look after the business and
the business will look after you. To this affect I would like
to say a big thank you to my team at Keystones, our
Landlords, Vendors and I look forward to meeting the
next part of our team, YOU”
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“
“

Adil Jay & Will at keystone property
Collier Row have all been a pleasure
to work with in the sale of my
home. Even during the pandemic of
coronavirus they have kept me fully
informed of all activity in the sale of
my home. Would 100% recommend.
The service from Keystones and
Especially Adil has been fantastic.
Adil has been very reassuring and
guiding us through the moving
process which has been very stressful
but Adil has been brilliant and i could
not thank him enough. If we move
again i will definitely use Keystones
for sure.

“

So I believe it’s coming up to 7 years
this October that I have been a tenant
for a property let and managed by
Keystones Agents. I also believe I
was one of the founding tenants
when Scott opened up in 2013.
To me, Scott and his team have
simply been a blessing to me and
my family. The team know how to
deal with issues as they arise. They
were quick to respond and fix and
the communication was pleasant
always. They were understanding
and compassionate and always fair.
All their works were carried out
to a high standard and even when
things never went accordingly,
they always handled it with dignity
and professionally. To me, there is
nothing negative I can say because
it always worked out, if not the first
time, definitely second. So I definitely
recommend them and know you will
blessed like we have been. 😊

13 Clockhouse Lane, Collier Row, Romford, RM5 3PH
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